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a b s t r a c t 

Flurbiprofen (FB), a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, is widely employed in treating 

ocular inflammation owing to its remarkable anti-inflammatory effects. However, the 

racemic nature of its commercially available formulation (Ocufen®) limits the full potential 

of its therapeutic activity, as the ( S )-enantiomer is responsible for the desired anti- 

inflammatory effects. Additionally, the limited corneal permeability of FB significantly 

restricts its bioavailability. In this study, we successfully separated the chiral isomers of 

FB to obtain the highly active ( S )-FB. Subsequently, utilizing ion-pairing technology, we 

coupled ( S )-FB with various counter-ions, such as sodium, diethylamine, trimethamine 

(TMA), and l-arginine, to enhance its ocular bioavailability. A comprehensive evaluation 

encompassed balanced solubility, octanol-water partition coefficient, corneal permeability, 

ocular pharmacokinetics, tissue distribution, and in vivo ocular anti-inflammatory activity 

of each chiral isomer salt. Among the various formulations, S-FBTMA exhibited superior 

water solubility (about 1–12 mg/ml), lipid solubility (1 < lg Pow 

< 3) and corneal permeability. 

In comparison to Ocufen®, S-FBTMA demonstrated significantly higher in vivo anti- 

inflammatory activity and lower ocular irritability (such as conjunctival congestion and 

tingling). The findings from this research highlight the potential of chiral separation and 

ion-pair enhanced permeation techniques in providing pharmaceutical enterprises focused 

on drug development with a valuable avenue for improving therapeutic outcomes. 
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. Introduction 

n recent years, there has been a noticeable increase 
n the prevalence of ocular inflammation, stemming 
rom various causes such as eye irritation [ 1 ,2 ], allergies,
nfections, and surgical procedures. Effectively treating 
cular inflammation requires the selection of appropriate 
edications based on the underlying etiology [ 3 ,4 ].
onsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have 
merged as the predominant class of ophthalmic anti- 
nflammatory agents due to their anti-inflammatory 
nd analgesic properties. Currently, NSAIDs constitute 
pproximately 75% of the market for anti-inflammatory 
rugs in ophthalmology [ 5 ]. One of the key advantages 
f NSAIDs lies in their ability to mitigate inflammation 

ithout inducing adverse effects such as elevated intraocular 
ressure, secondary infections, or steroid hormone-induced 

ataracts [ 6 ]. Their favorable safety profile and efficacy have 
ositioned NSAIDs as a preferred therapeutic choice in 

anaging ocular inflammation, contributing significantly 
o their dominance in the ophthalmic anti-inflammatory 

arket [ 7 ,8 ]. 
Flurbiprofen sodium (FBNa) eyedrop (Ocufen®) stands 

s a widely employed commercial NSAID in the field of 
phthalmology [ 9 ]. Flurbiprofen (FB) manifests in two 
hiral isomers, namely ( S )-( + )-flurbiprofen and ( R )-(-)- 
urbiprofen. Despite their identical chemical structures,
heir three-dimensional configurations differ, giving rise to 
otential disparities in their pharmacological properties,

ncluding pharmacodynamics, metabolic pathways, and side 
ffect profiles [ 10 ,11 ]. Studies have demonstrated that ( S )- 
urbiprofen (S-FB) exhibits superior anti-inflammatory 
ctivity compared to ( R )-flurbiprofen (R-FB), with the 
ormer displaying a 100-fold stronger inhibitory effect 
n cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1), a key enzyme in the 

nflammatory response [ 12 ]. Both proteins and DNA in 

he human body possess chirality, establishing a unique 
hiral environment that imparts precise recognition of 
rug chirality. This phenomenon, termed stereoselectivity,
esults in distinct pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics 
or each enantiomer [ 11 ]. Consequently, in recent years,
here has been a growing interest among researchers in 

nvestigating chiral resolution methods to obtain monochiral 
nantiomers [ 13–19 ]. Additionally, understanding the 
nfluence of conformational conversions is crucial in the 
nvestigation and clinical utilization of chiral drugs. Presently,
esearch on the in vivo conversion of chiral drugs, such as 
B, predominantly focuses on plasma [ 20 ,21 ], with limited 

xploration into other tissues, especially eye tissues. Thus,
nvestigating the conversion of FB configuration within eye 
issues holds immense significance for the clinical application 

nd development of FB ophthalmic preparations, providing 
aluable insights to optimize therapeutic efficacy and safety 
or ocular conditions. 

Beyond the impact of configuration on its activity,
chieving efficient ocular drug delivery is crucial for the 
esired anti-inflammatory effect in vivo . The eye ̓s surface 
resents several barriers that restrict drug delivery [ 22 ,23 ],

ncluding the corneal [ 24 ], conjunctival [ 25 ], and aqueous 
umor barriers [ 26 ,27 ]. The physical and chemical properties 
f drugs, such as molecular weight, size, charge, ionization,
ydrophilicity, and lipophilicity, profoundly impact their 
bility to penetrate these barriers. FB, classified as a weak 
rganic acid with a pKa of around 3.5–4.5, exhibits low 

ater solubility and limited cornea permeability [ 28–30 ]. To 
nhance the local delivery efficiency of such drugs, specific 
enetration enhancement methods are required [ 31–33 ].
oreover, the weak acidity of NSAIDs has the potential to 

rritate the cornea, resulting in conjunctival tingling and 

ongestion [ 34 ]. These factors must be carefully considered 

o optimize the ocular delivery of FB and other NSAIDs,
nsuring efficient drug delivery and minimizing possible 
cular irritation. 

In recent years, the quest for effective corneal penetration 

as given rise to various solutions, including the utilization 

f suitable drug carriers and penetration enhancers [ 9 ].
owever, it is crucial to acknowledge that these strategies 
ay impact the barrier function of the corneal epithelium,

otentially leading to excipient-related toxicity and irritation 

 35 ,36 ]. Therefore, achieving a delicate balance between 

mproving penetration efficiency and minimizing irritation 

ecomes paramount to preserving the normal physiological 
unction of the barrier. Ion pair technology has emerged 

s an effective strategy for modifying the physicochemical 
roperties of drugs [ 37 ]. By combining two ions with opposite 
harges through coulomb attraction, ion pairing leads to the 
ormation of ion pairs. This approach significantly increases 
he concentration of the unionized drug, enhancing its 
ipid solubility and facilitating permeability through the 
orneal epithelium [ 38 ]. Crucially, ion pairing does not alter 
he drug ̓s mechanism of action, preserving its therapeutic 
ffects. Another notable advantage of the ion-pair strategy 
s its potential to reduce eye irritation caused by drugs 
 39 ]. Through adjusting the physicochemical properties of 
he drug, ion pairing can mitigate irritation to a certain 

xtent, thereby improving patient comfort during ocular 
dministration. Moreover, ion pair technology brings several 
ractical benefits to the forefront. Its implementation on a 

arge scale ensures efficient and cost-effective production,
aking it an attractive option for drug development 

nd manufacturing. Additionally, the technology is well- 
eceived by patients due to its improved drug efficacy 
nd stability, enhancing its acceptability in clinical 
se. 

To address the impact of chirality on the anti-inflammatory 
ctivity of FB, we employed chemical resolution to isolate 
nd purify R-FB and S-FB. Additionally, to enhance the 
hysicochemical properties, improve corneal permeability,
nd reduce irritation, FB was subjected to an ion-pair strategy 
ith various counter-ions, such as sodium (Na), diethylamine 

DEA), TMA, and l-arginine (ARG) [ 40–42 ]. Subsequently, a 
omprehensive comparison of the equilibrium solubility 
nd oil-water partition coefficient of each enantiomer 
alt was conducted at different pH levels (5.8, 6.5, and 

.0). Furthermore, the in vitro corneal permeability of the 
nantiomer eye drop was thoroughly investigated. These 
ndings suggest that S-FBTMA may be a promising candidate 
or further preclinical and clinical development in ocular drug 
elivery. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

Flurbiprofen (FB) was obtained from Aisi Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd. Enantiomerically pure ( S )-(-)- α-methyl benzylamine (99%
enantiomeric excess) was acquired from Shanghai Aladdin
Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., while ( R )-( + )- α-methyl
benzylamine (99% enantiomeric excess) was generously
provided by Merck Ltd. The reference standards for both ( R )-
(-)-flurbiprofen (R-FB) and ( S )-( + )-flurbiprofen (S-FB), with
purity exceeding 99%, were graciously supplied by TRC
(Toronto, ON, Canada). l-arginine, with a purity of 98%, was
procured from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Technology
Co., Ltd. The prostaglandin E2 (PGE2 ) test kit was acquired
from Cloud-Clone Corp. Trometamol, with a purity of 99.5%,
was obtained from Tianjin Damao Chemical Reagent Factory.
Diethylamine, with a purity of 98%, was sourced from Tianjin
Concord Technology Co., Ltd. A 0.01 M phosphate buffer
solution (PBS) was procured from Yida Technology (Quanzhou)
Co., Ltd. Arachidonic acid was obtained from Medbio Reagent
Co., Ltd. Methanol, acetonitrile, and formic acid, all of LC–MS
grade quality, were supplied by Fisher Scientific (Waltham,
MA, USA). All remaining chemicals and solvents utilized were
of analytical grade. 

2.2. Separation of FB isomers 

2.2.1. Separation of ( R )-(-)-FB 

In the synthesis process, 100.03 g (409.52 mmol) FB were
dissolved in 900 ml methanol, followed by the gradual addition
of 50.02 g (412.77 mmol) of ( R )-( + )- α-methyl benzylamine. The
resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 10 min, heated
to 70 °C, and continued to stir for an additional 10 min.
Subsequently, the solution was allowed to cool to room
temperature and stirred overnight within a temperature range
Fig. 1 – Synthetic routes for preparing the salts of FB: (a), (e), (h) N
(k) TMA. 
of 0–5 °C. The solution containing the crystals was then
filtered and subsequently dried. The obtained crude product
was dissolved by stirring with 9 times methanol (g/v), and
the refined compound was obtained through two rounds of
crystallization using the same method, yielding compound 3
[ 43 ] ( Fig. 1 ). 

To further modify compound 3, 10.31 g (28.21 mmol) of
compound 3, 85 ml water, and 4.60 ml hydrochloric acid (HCl)
(aqueous) were stirred for 30 min. The resulting mixture was
filtered, washed with water until it reached a neutral pH, and
subjected to two additional washes with 10 ml ethanol/water
(1:5). After thorough drying, R-FB was obtained as a white
solid. 

2.2.2. Separation of ( S )-( + )-FB 

In the experimental procedure, 100.06 g (409.64 mmol)
of FB were meticulously dissolved in 900 ml methanol.
Subsequently, ( S )-(-)- α-methyl benzylamine, totaling 50.14 g
(413.76 mmol), was added dropwise. The resulting reaction
mixture underwent 10 min of stirring, followed by heating
to 70 °C, with continuous stirring for an additional 10 min.
Afterward, the solution was gradually brought down to room
temperature and stirred overnight within a temperature
range of 0–5 °C. The solution containing the crystals was
then filtered and subsequently dried. The crude product
was dissolved by stirring with 9 times methanol (g/v), and
the refined compound was obtained through two rounds
of crystallization using the same method, resulting in the
formation of compound 4 [ 43 ] ( Fig. 1 ). 

To further modify compound 4, 19.84 g (54.29 mmol) of
compound 4, in combination with 150 ml water and 9 ml
HCl (aqueous), were stirred for a duration of 30 min. The
resulting mixture was subjected to filtration and washed with
water until reaching a neutral pH. Two additional washes
were performed using a 10 ml ethanol/water mixture (1:5).
Following thorough drying, compound S-FB was obtained in
the form of a white solid. 
aOH; (d), (g) recrystallization, HCl (aq); (i), DEA; (j), ARG; (f), 
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.3. Synthesis of FB isomer corresponding salts 

.3.1. Synthesis of FBNa 
n the experimental procedure, 10.05 g (41.14 mmol) of 
B were meticulously dissolved in 90 ml acetone, followed 

y the gradual addition of a NaOH solution consisting of 
.64 g (41 mmol) dissolved in 20 ml water. The solvent 
as subsequently removed under vacuum using a rotary 

vaporator, and the resulting residue was washed with 

cetone/water (40:1) until reaching a neutral pH. The resulting 
olids were then dried to yield FBNa as a white solid. 

.3.2. Synthesis of S-flurbiprofen sodium (S-FBNa) 
n the experimental procedure, 4.86 g (19.90 mmol) of S-FB 

ere dissolved in 45 ml acetone, and subsequently, a NaOH 

olution consisting of 0.8 g (20 mmol) dissolved in 10 ml 
ater was added dropwise. The resulting reaction mixture 
nderwent crystallization, filtration, and subsequent washing 
ith acetone/water (40:1) until it reached a neutral pH. The 

esulting solids were then dried, yielding S-FBNa in the form 

f a white solid. 

.3.3. Synthesis of R-flurbiprofen sodium (R-FBNa) 
n the experimental procedure, 3.52 g (14.41 mmol) of R-FB 

as dissolved in 36 ml acetone, and subsequently, a NaOH 

olution containing 0.58 g (14.50 mmol) dissolved in 5 ml water 
as added dropwise. Following this addition, the reaction 

ixture underwent crystallization, followed by filtration and 

ubsequent washing with an acetone/water mixture (40:1) 
ntil achieving a neutral pH. The resulting solid material was 
hen dried, resulting in the formation of R-FBNa as a white 
olid. 

.3.4. Synthesis of S-flurbiprofen tromethamine (S-FBTMA) 
n the experimental procedure, 5.02 g (20.55 mmol) of S-FB was 

eticulously dissolved in 45 ml acetone, and subsequently, a 
romethamine solution containing 2.49 g (20.55 mmol) diluted 

n 10 ml water was added dropwise. The resulting reaction 

ixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 h, followed by 
oncentration under vacuum using a rotary evaporator. The 
esulting crude product was washed with acetone/water (50:1) 
nd then dried, yielding S-FBTMA as a white solid. 

.3.5. Synthesis of R-flurbiprofen tromethamine (R-FBTMA) 
n the experimental procedure, 2.97 g (12.16 mmol) R-FB 

as dissolved in 27 ml acetone. Subsequently, a solution of 
rimethylamine (TMA) containing 1.48 g (12.22 mmol) diluted 

n 5 ml water was added dropwise. The resulting reaction 

ixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 h and then 

oncentrated under vacuum. The crude product underwent 
ashing with acetone/water (50:1) and subsequent drying,

esulting in the formation of R-FBTMA as a white solid. 

.3.6. Synthesis of S-flurbiprofen diethylamine (S-FBDEA) 
n the experimental procedure, 3 g (12.28 mmol) of S-FB were 
issolved in 27 ml acetone. Subsequently, diethylamine (0.9 g,
2.3 mmol) was added slowly. The resulting reaction mixture 
as stirred at room temperature for 1 h, followed by the 

emoval of acetone under vacuum using a rotary evaporator.
his process yielded S-FBDEA as a yellow solid. 
.3.7. Synthesis of S-flurbiprofen arginine (S-FBARG) 
n the experimental procedure, 5 g (20.47 mmol) of SFB 

as dissolved in 45 ml acetone. Subsequently, a solution 

f arginine (ARG) comprising 3.57 g (20.49 mmol) dissolved 

n 30 ml water was added dropwise. After stirring at room 

emperature for 1 h, the reaction was terminated. The solvent 
as then removed under vacuum using a rotary evaporator,

esulting in the formation of S-FBARG as a milky white 
emisolid. 

.4. Characterization of FB and its salts 

.4.1. Circular dichroism (CD) 
or optical configuration characterization, suitable quantities 
f R-FB and S-FB were dissolved in PBS. Subsequently, a 
ircular dichroism spectrometer (J-815, JASCO Corporation) 
as employed for measurements within the wavelength 

ange of 200–400 nm [ 44 ]. The CD spectral data were processed
sing Spectra Manager software. 

.4.2. Mass spectrometry (MS) 
e accurately weighed and dissolved appropriate quantities 

f R-FB and S-FB in methanol. The analysis was conducted 

sing a SolariX 7.0T Instrument (Bruker Daltonic Inc.) 
perating in electrospray ionization (ESI)-negative mode with 

 source temperature of 200 °C. The scan range encompassed 

00–1,200 m/z . 

.4.3. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 
he 1 H NMR (400/600 MHz) and 13 C NMR (100/150 MHz) 
pectra of FBNa, S/R-FBNa, S/R-FBTMA, S-FBDEA, and S-FBARG 

ere acquired in deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO–
6) or deuterated methanol (MeOD) using a Bruker nuclear 
agnetic resonance spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH).

he measurements were conducted at a temperature of 298 K.
hemical shift values ( δ) were expressed as ppm, and coupling 
onstants (J) in hertz. Data interpretation was carried out 
sing the MestReNova software. 

.4.4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
eighed quantities of S-FB, S-FBNa, and S-FBTMA were 

ndividually combined with KBr and subsequently pressed 

nto tablets. The infrared spectra of each mixed tablet were 
hen recorded using an FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific 
icolet iS20) at room temperature within the range of 4000–
00 cm−1 , employing a resolution of 2 cm−1 [ 45 ]. 

.4.5. Scanning electron microscopy 
B and its isomer salts underwent examination via scanning 
lectron microscopy (SEM) using a Regulus 8100 instrument 
rom Hitachi, Japan. Prior to analysis, the samples were coated 

ith gold, and the SEM was operated with an accelerated 

oltage of 3 kV. 

.4.6. Viscosity 
he Pinner capillary viscometer was vertically secured in a 
ater bath with a constant temperature set at 20 °C. Eye 
rops from the FB groups were dispensed to allow natural 
alling within the tube. The flow time of the liquid level from 

he measurement line m to the measurement line m was 
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meticulously recorded using a stopwatch. The measurement
process was repeated three times following the specified
protocol, and the overall average value was calculated using
the following formula, representing the dynamic viscosity of
the eye drops [ 46 ]: 

η = Kt × ρ

Here, η represents dynamic viscosity, K is the known viscosity
meter constant for standard liquid viscosity measurement
(units: mm2 /S2 ), t denotes the measured average flow time in
s , and ρ is the density of the tested substance at the same
temperature in g/cm ³. 

2.5. Preparation of ophthalmic solutions 

Referring to the prescribing information for FBNa eye drops
(Ocufen®, 0.03%), the FB and each isomer eye drops were
prepared in the laboratory as follows: To obtain a 4% polyvinyl
alcohol solution, 4 g polyvinyl alcohol was weighed and
placed in a beaker, and 100 ml water was added. The
mixture was agitated at 85 °C for 1 h and then placed
at room temperature for 12 h to remove bubbles. Active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), citric acid, sodium citrate,
sodium chloride, and potassium chloride were weighed and
deposited in a beaker according to the prescription. Sterile
water (50 ml) was added and dissolved using ultrasonic
energy. The pH was then adjusted to 6.0–7.0 with 0.1 mol/l
HCl following the addition of 35 ml of 4% polyvinyl alcohol
solution. Finally, sterile water was added to make up the
volume to 100 ml. To obtain ocular drops, the above liquid
was filtered through a 0.45 μm microporous membrane and
then a 0.22 μm microporous membrane [ 47 ]. The osmotic
pressure was measured at 280–360 mOsmol/kg using a STY-
1ADK osmometer (Tianjin Tiandatianfa Technology Co., Ltd.)
following the freezing point drop principle. 

2.6. Animal study 

Healthy male Japanese white rabbits (SYXK (Liao) 2018–0009)
weighing 2 to 2.5 kg were obtained from Liaoning Changsheng
Biotechnology Co., Ltd (Benxi, China) and housed in a
controlled animal facility maintained at a temperature of 20 °C
to 25 °C and relative humidity ranging from 40% to 75%. These
rabbits were provided with unrestricted access to a balanced
diet of pellets and water. Prior to the commencement of the
trial, all animals underwent rigorous screening to confirm
the absence of any eye diseases or irritation symptoms.
The animal study protocol was subjected to approval by
the Institutional Animal Ethical Care Committee (IAECC) of
Shenyang Gerunsite (CSE202206012; dated 18 June 2022). 

2.7. In vivo chiral pharmacokinetics 

Sixty male Japanese white rabbits were randomly divided into
three groups, each consisting of 20 rabbits. These groups were
administered different formulations: Ocufen® eye drops, S-
FBNa 0.03% eye drops, and R-FBNa 0.03% eye drops. Instillation
involved administering 100 μl the respective eye drops into
both eyes of each rabbit, followed by manual closure of
the eyelids for one min to prevent potential overflow of
the instilled drug solution. Euthanasia was performed at
specified time intervals of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 h post-administration. Tear samples were collected using
paper strips and weighed at each time point. Additionally,
approximately 150 μl aqueous humor was extracted from
the anterior chamber of each rabbit’s eye using a 1 ml
syringe. Subsequently, the eyelid conjunctiva and the eyeball
were excised, with the iris and cornea dissected from the
eyeball [ 48 ]. These separate samples were collected, weighed,
and immediately stored at −80 °C until subsequent analysis
via high-performance liquid chromatography–tandem mass
spectrometry (HPLC–MS/MS) (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). 

2.8. Equilibrium solubility studies 

In 5 ml PBS, surplus quantities of FBNa, S-FBNa, S-
FBDEA, S-FBARG, S-FBTMA, and R-FBNa were introduced
into stoppered glass test tubes at varying pH levels (5.8,
6.5 and 7.0). Ultrasonication was employed for 30 min to
ensure complete dissolution until the solutions reached a
state of supersaturation. Each sample was replicated three
times in parallel at each pH condition. Following 72 h of
incubation at 37 °C, the samples were extracted and subjected
to centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 min [ 49 ]. The resulting
supernatant was filtered through a 0.22 μm microporous
membrane, and the filtrate was subsequently diluted with
acetonitrile/water/glacial acetic acid (60:40:0.1, v/v/v) before
injection into the HPLC system for analysis. 

2.9. Determination of lgPo/w 

In a sealed triangular flask, n-octanol was combined with
isovolumetric PBS solutions at pH levels of 5.8, 6.5 and 7.0.
After 24 h of incubation at 37 °C, the two phases achieved
thorough saturation. Following static stratification, these
phases were separated and stored individually. FBNa, S-
FBNa, S-FBDEA, S-FBARG, S-FBTMA, and R-FBNa were each
fully dissolved in 3 ml water-saturated n-octanol solution,
followed by the addition of 3 ml n-octanol-saturated aqueous
solution. The solution was then incubated until equilibrium
was reached at 37 °C. Three samples were simultaneously
collected from each group. After 72 h, the samples underwent
centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 min, and the resulting
supernatant was filtered through a microporous membrane
with a pore size of 0.22 μm [ 50 ]. The filtrate was subsequently
diluted using an acetonitrile/water/glacial acetic acid
mixture (60:40:0.1, v/v/v). The distribution coefficient ( D )
was calculated using the following equation. 

log Pow 

= log 
(

Co 

Cw 

)
(1)

where Co represents the drug concentration in n-octanol-
saturated water, and Cw 

signifies the drug concentration in
water saturated with n-octanol. 

2.10. In vitro corneal permeation studies 

The evaluation of corneal penetration was conducted using
isolated rabbit corneas, which were excised from sacrificed
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abbits and immersed in preheated glutathione bicarbonate - 
inger ̓s solution (GBR) at 35 °C before being employed in Franz 
ertical cells for testing. The receptor chamber was filled with 

.8 ml GBR solution, with an effective penetration area of 0.78 
m ². The isolated corneas were securely positioned between 

he donor and receptor chambers, with the epithelium facing 
he donor. Subsequently, 1 ml of 0.015% R-FBNa eye drops,
.015% S-FBNa eye drops, and 0.018% S-FBTMA eye drops 
ere introduced into the respective donor chambers. The cells 
ere maintained at a temperature of 35 °C with continuous 

hermostatic magnetic stirring. Samples were collected from 

he receptor chamber at 40, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 240-min 

ntervals, each time extracting 0.5 ml, followed by replenishing 
he same volume of preheated fresh GBR solution [ 48 ,51 ]. All 
xperiments were performed in triplicate and analyzed using 
PLC. 

In this study, the cumulative penetration quantity (Qn ,
g/cm2 ) was calculated as follows: 

 n =
V0 

A 

( Cn + 

V 

V0 

n −1 ∑ 

i =1 

Ci ) (2) 

here Cn represents the measured drug concentration in the 
ndothelial compartment at different intervals (μg/ml), Ci is 
he measured drug concentration before time t (μg/ml), V0 is 
he volume of the solution in the receptor chamber (ml), V is 
he sampling volume (ml), and A is the effective penetration 

rea (cm2 ). 
The apparent permeability coefficient (Papp , cm/s) was 

alculated as follows: 

 a pp = �Q 

�tC0 
(3) 

here C0 is the initial drug concentration in the donor cell,
nd �Q / �t is obtained from the slope rate of the linear portion 

n the Qn – t plot. 
The steady-state flux (Jss , μg/(cm2 ·s)) was calculated as 

ollows: 

ss = C0 • Papp (4) 

.11. In vivo pharmacokinetic of S-FBTMA 

n this study, a cohort of 20 male Japanese white rabbits 
as subjected to testing. The experimental group received 

-FBTMA 0.036% eye drops. Each rabbit received 100 μl the 
orresponding eye drops instilled into both conjunctival sacs,
ollowed by manual closure of the eyelids for 1 min to prevent 
ny potential overflow of the administered drug solution. At 
pecified time intervals of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 

0 h post-administration, tear samples were collected using 
aper strips and their weights were recorded. Additionally,
pproximately 150 μl aqueous humor was extracted from the 
nterior chamber of each rabbit’s eye using a 1 ml syringe.
he removal of eyelid conjunctiva and eyeball was followed 

y the dissection of the iris and cornea from the eyeball 
 47 ,48 ]. Separate samples were carefully collected, weighed,
nd immediately preserved at −80 °C until further analysis by 
C–MS [ 52 ]. 
.12. Ocular anti-inflammation efficiency 

nflammation represents an exaggerated immune response 
f body tissues to both physiological and pathological 
timuli. This response is intensified through the activation 

f inflammatory cells and the production of inflammatory 
actors. Specifically, cell membrane phospholipids generate 
rachidonic acid (AA) upon the activation of phospholipase 
2. Free AA, in turn, can be catalyzed by COX to produce 
arious prostaglandins (PG) and prostacyclin (PGI).
rostaglandins have the potential to compromise the ocular 
lood–aqueous barrier, elevate vascular permeability, induce 
eukocytosis, and elevate intraocular pressure [ 53 ]. This 
rocess leads to noninfectious inflammatory reactions in 

he eye, resulting in prolonged inflammation. Therefore,
esearchers commonly employ arachidonic acid (AA) to 
nduce inflammatory models [ 6 ,54 ]. 

To assess the ocular anti-inflammatory effects of 
B formulations utilizing an arachidonic acid-induced 

nflammation model, a total of 30 rabbits were randomly 
llocated into different groups: Ocufen® eye drops group,
-FBTMA 0.036% eye drops group, R-FBTMA 0.036% eye drops 
roup, PBS group, and a normal group. 

At the commencement of the experiment, rabbits in both 

he PBS group and the drug administration group received 

00 μl PBS or the corresponding drugs in the conjunctival sac 
f their left eye, respectively, while the right eye remained 

ntreated. After a 0.5-h interval, 50 μl of a 0.5% (w/v) 
rachidonic acid solution was instilled into the conjunctival 
ac of the left eye of each rabbit to induce the inflammatory 
odel. Subsequently, at 0.5 h post-modeling, 100 μl PBS 

r the corresponding drugs were administered to the left 
onjunctival sac of the rabbits in each group. At 7.5 h post- 
odeling, the left eyes of all rabbits were assessed using the 
raize test to determine the severity of eye inflammation.
ollowing scoring, the rabbits’ eyes were rinsed three times 
ith 150 μl PBS from the upper eyelid, and samples were 

ollected from the lower eyelid using a 0.9 mm capillary 
ube and stored at −20 °C. The degree of inflammation in 

he rabbit’s eyes was further evaluated through an enzyme- 
inked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for the quantitative 

easurement of prostaglandin E2 levels (pg/ml) in tears 
 55 ,56 ]. 

Following tear extraction, the animals were euthanized to 
ssess the impact of eye drops on the recovery of rabbit eye 
issue post-drug administration. The eyeballs were extracted,
insed with 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride, and then fixed in a 
0% (w/v) formalin solution. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 
taining were employed for pathological investigation under 
 microscope. 

.13. Ocular irritation test 

o evaluate the ocular safety of FB, a total of 15 rabbits were 
andomly divided into five groups: the Ocufen® eye drops 
roup, S-FBTMA 0.036% eye drops group, R-FBTMA 0.036% eye 
rops group, a negative control group (comprising blank eye 
rops without active ingredients), and a blank group. Over the 
ourse of seven consecutive d, each group of rabbits received 

nstillations of 100 μl in their left eyes four times a d. At one-h
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intervals after the last administration of each dose, the cornea,
iris, and conjunctiva were examined macroscopically using a
slit light. 

The ocular Irritation level was assessed using the Draize
test [ 57 ,58 ], with the following scoring criteria: no irritation
(0–3 points); mild irritation (4–8 points); moderate irritation
(9–12 points); and severe irritation (or corrosive, scoring 13–16
points). 

2.14. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted using the student’s t -test
for comparisons involving two groups and the ANOVA test for
those involving multiple groups. The analysis was carried out
using GraphPad InStat Demo Version (GraphPad Software, Inc.,
San Diego, USA). All quantitative data are expressed as the
mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical significance was
established at a threshold of P < 0.05. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of R/S-FBNa 

Firstly, the chiral resolution of FB was performed by chemical
resolution method. The routes of chiral resolution are shown
in Fig. 1 . The successful separation of R-FB and S-FB was
confirmed by MS (Figs. S1–S2) and CD spectra (Fig. S3). The CD
spectra showed four strong signal peaks at 206 nm, 218 nm,
243 nm, and 275 nm in the test range of 200–400 nm, indicating
that the isomers have obvious optical activity. Among them,
R-FB showed a positive Cotton effect (CE) at 206 nm, 243 nm,
and 275 nm, and a negative signal at 218 nm, while the signal
of S-FB was completely opposite, indicating that the two were
enantiomers. The purity of R-FB and S-FB was determined by
peak area normalization using HPLC. The purity of R-FB and
S-FB was 99.44% and 99.60%, respectively. Then, the sodium
salt of rac-FB and R/S-FB (rac-FBNa, R-FBNa and S-FBNa) was
synthesis ( Fig. 1 ). The chemical structures of rac-FBNa, R-FBNa
and S-FBNa were confirmed by 1 H NMR and 13 C NMR (Figs. S4–
S6). The purity of rac-FBNa, R-FBNa and S-FBNa was 99.83%,
99.71% and 99.84%, respectively. 

3.2. In vivo stereoselectivity and configurational 
conversion 

Numerous studies have consistently demonstrated enhanced
activity associated with the S configuration. Therefore,
a critical investigation into in vivo stereoselectivity and
configurational conversion is imperative. In this section,
we conducted an assessment of FB levels in various ocular
tissues, including aqueous humor (AH), iris, conjunctiva,
cornea, and tears, utilizing Japanese big-ear white rabbits
to elucidate stereoselective behavior and conformational
conversion in vivo . As depicted in Figs. 2 A–2C and S7–
S8, and Tables S1–S5, our analysis reveals a noticeable
absence of statistically significant distinctions in key
pharmacokinetic parameters, comprising area under the
curve (AUC(0-t)), maximum concentration (Cmax ), peak
concentration time (Tmax ), and half-life period (T1/2 z), across
rac-FBNa, S-FBNa, and R-FBNa at the 0.03% concentration
level when administered individually. This observation
suggests that, under equivalent concentration conditions,
the pharmacokinetic profiles of R-FBNa 0.03%, S-FBNa 0.03%
eye drops, and the rac-FBNa 0.03% group do not exhibit
stereoselectivity. 

In addition, the conversion of R-FB to S-FB in aqueous
humor, iris, conjunctiva, cornea, and tear was measured
within 0.25 to 10.0 h after administration of 0.03% R-
FBNa. As shown in Figs. 2 D–2 F, and S7–S8 and Tables S6–
S10, the conversion rate from R-FB to S-FB in aqueous
humor, iris, conjunctiva, cornea, and tear was 14.77%, 8.90%,
11.86%, 16.69%, and 3.0%, respectively. The aforementioned
findings substantiate the lack of discernible stereoselectivity
and conformational conversion in vivo between the R-FB
and S-FB configurations. This validation underscores the
meaningfulness of pursuing chiral separation strategies.
In summary, there is no stereoselectivity between the
R and S configurations and a minimal conformational
conversion. We hypothesize that both rac-FBNa and S-
FBNa primarily enter the eye through passive diffusion. At
a consistent concentration of 0.03%, the pharmacokinetic
parameters of rac-FBNa and S-FBNa exhibit similarity,
with no discernible statistical difference, indicating an
absence of pharmacokinetic selectivity between the two. The
substitution of S-FBNa for rac-FBNa establishes a foundation
for understanding pharmacokinetics in this context. 

3.3. Synthesis and characterization of S-FB corresponding
salts 

As a weakly acidic drug, FB has low water solubility, poor
corneal permeability and high irritation, which seriously
hinders its delivery efficiency in vivo and easily causes large
side effects. In order to further improve its undesirable
physical and chemical properties, we adopted the ion
pair strategy to modify its structure. Considering the high
pharmacological activity of S-FB, we further synthesized a
variety of S-FB corresponding salts using DEA, TMA and ARG
as a counter ion. The synthesis routes are shown in Fig. 1 .
The successful synthesis of S-FBDEA, S-FBTMA and S-FBARG
was confirmed by 1 H NMR and 13 C NMR (Figs. S9–S11). The
purity of S-FBDEA, S-FBTMA and S-FBARG was 99.34%, 99.50%
and 99.33%, respectively. The notable chemical shifts for rac-
FBNa, S-FBNa, and S-FBTMA were observed at H-13 and H-
14 (Table S17), with identical coupling constants. Additionally,
the chemical shift at 3.42 for S-FBTMA corresponds to the CH2

group of trometamol. 
Following this, an analysis of the IR spectrogram was

conducted. As depicted in Fig. S15, the O–H stretching
vibrations and out-of-plane bending vibrations are indicated
by bands between 2500 and 3400 cm−¹, with a unique
characteristic peak at 925 cm−¹ in the FTIR spectra of S-FB.
The stretching vibration of C= O is observed at 1731 cm−¹,
while the dimer ̓s stretching vibration of C= O is identified
at 1696 cm−¹. Distinctive peaks at 1621 cm−¹ and 1511 cm−¹
are attributed to the skeletal vibrations of the aromatic ring.
Additionally, 2977 cm−¹, 1461 cm−¹, and 1390 cm−¹ represent
stretching vibrations, asymmetric bending vibrations, and
symmetric bending vibrations of –CH3 , respectively [ 45 ]. The
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Fig. 2 – In vivo stereoselectivity and configurational conversion. The concentration-time curves following a single dose 
administration of rac-FBNa 0.03%, R-FBNa 0.03% and S-FBNa 0.03% in AH (A), iris (B) and conjunctiva (C). R-FBNa convert to S 

isomer in AH (D), iris (E) and conjunctiva (F). The data are presented as the mean ± SD ( n = 4). 
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isappearance of the absorption peak at 1731 cm−¹ for C= O,
long with the emergence of new peaks at 1555 cm−¹ and 

407 cm−¹ for S-FBNa, and 1559 cm−¹ and 1401 cm−¹ for S- 
BTMA, 1555 cm−¹ and 1417 cm−¹ for S-FBDEA, and 1551 cm−¹
nd 1392 cm−¹ for S-FBARG, is attributed to the asymmetric 
nd symmetric modes of COO−. These alterations in the 
TIR spectra serve as compelling evidence confirming the 
ormation of FB salts [ 59 ,60 ]. 

Morphological analysis of the shape and surface of FB 

somer salts was initially conducted through SEM assessment.
ig. S14 displayed distinctly different surface morphologies 
mong the FB isomer salts, indicating variations in their 
rystalline phases [ 45 ]. The viscosity of FB ophthalmic 
ormulations was measured, and the results are presented 

n Table S20. It is evident from the data that the viscosity of 
ur formulations falls within the appropriate range of 4.0–5.0 
m ²/S ². 

.4. Physicochemical properties of FB salts 

cular pharmaceutical agents can exert their therapeutic 
ffects solely upon traversing the corneal barrier and reaching 
he anterior segment of the eye. The corneal permeability 
f drugs is contingent upon their inherent physicochemical 
ttributes, including water solubility and lipid solubility.
onsequently, we embarked on the assessment of the 
quilibrium solubility and oil–water partition coefficient 
lgPo/w 

) of FB salts, as these parameters play pivotal roles 
n this context. The results of the equilibrium solubility 
ssessments are depicted in Fig. 3 A–3 C. The findings from 

hese equilibrium solubility tests, conducted at pH levels of 
.8, 6.5, and 7.0, reveal a consistent pattern of increasing 
olubility for each isomeric salt with ascending pH values,
ligning with the dissolution behavior typically observed in 

eakly acidic nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).
ithin the pH range of 5.8–7.0, S-FBARG exhibited the highest 

olubility among the FB salts. Notably, the solubility of S- 
BTMA displayed a more pronounced pH-dependent increase 
ompared to that of S-FBNa. At pH 6.5, the solubility ranking of 
he isomeric salts was as follows: S-FBNa < FBNa < S-FBTMA 

 R-FBNa < S-FBDEA < S-FBARG. 
Moreover, we assessed the oil-water partition coefficient 

lgPo/w 

) of the various FB salts across distinct pH values,
nd the outcomes are delineated in Fig. 3 D–3F. Of particular 
ote, the lgPo/w 

of S-FBARG exhibited values below 0,
hich signified low lipid solubility. This characteristic was 
nfavorable for effective corneal penetration. Contrastingly,
-FBTMA demonstrated maximal lgPo/w 

values at all three 
H levels, signifying superior lipid solubility. At pH 6.5, the 

gPo/w 

ranking for the isomers was as follows: S-FBARG < R- 
BNa < S-FBNa < S-FBDEA < FBNa < S-FBTMA. Specifically,
-FBTMA maintained lgPo/w 

values ranging from 1.44 to 
.02 within the pH range of 5.8 to 7.0, rendering it more 
menable to penetration through amphiphilic corneal tissues.
aking into account both equilibrium solubility and oil- 
ater partition coefficient assessments for the FB salts, it 

s noteworthy that, at pH 6.5, the solubility of S-FBTMA 

4,396.11 μg/ml) surpassed that of FBNa (3,096.70 μg/ml) 
nd S-FBNa (2,563.22 ± 28.95 μg/ml) by 41.96% and 71.51%,
espectively. Furthermore, the lipid solubility of S-FBTMA 

xhibited a notable increment of 12.68% and 24.03%. 

.5. In vitro corneal permeation 

he enhanced solubility and lipid affinity observed may 
otentially augment corneal permeability and, consequently 
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Fig. 3 – Physicochemical property of FB salts and in vitro corneal permeation study. The equilibrium solubility of FB salts in 

pH 5.8 (A), pH 6.5 (B), and pH 7.0 (C) at 37 °C. The lg Pow 

of FB salts in pH 5.8 (D), pH 6.5 (E), and pH 7.0 (F) at 37 °C. In vitro 
corneal permeation profiles, Qn (G), Papp (H) and Jss (I) of different FB isomer. The data are presented as the mean ± SD 

( n = 3). ∗P < 0.05. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enhance ocular bioavailability. Therefore, we investigated in
vitro corneal permeability of various FB salts by measuring
the cumulative penetration quantity per area (Qn ), apparent
permeability coefficient (Papp ) and steady-state flux (Jss ). The
corneal penetration profiles for three FB isomer eye drops (R-
FBNa 0.015%, S-FBNa 0.015%, S-FBTMA 0.018%) are depicted
in Fig. 3 G–3I. As shown in Fig. 3 G, three FB isomer eye
drops exhibited a nearly constant rate of corneal penetration,
with cumulative penetration amounts demonstrating a robust
linear correlation with time (R2 > 0.98). Upon reaching the
240 min mark, the cumulative permeation quantities for S-
FBNa 0.015% eye drops and R-FBNa 0.015% eye drops were
72.79 and 73.38 μg/cm2 , respectively, indicating no significant
disparity between the two groups. Likewise, there were no
discernible differences in Papp or Jss between these two
groups ( Fig. 3 H–3I). In contrast, the Qn for S-FBTMA 0.018%
eye drops measured 127.09 ± 10.54 μg/cm2, representing a
substantial 76% increase compared to S-FBNa 0.015% eye
drops (72.79 ± 2.40 μg/cm2 ), with statistical significance
( P < 0.05). Furthermore, both Papp and Jss exhibited increments
of 67% and 78%, respectively, with statistical significance. In
summary, the above results suggested that TMA, as compared
to sodium salt, exerted a more pronounced enhancing effect
on the corneal permeability of S-FB. This phenomenon could
be attributed to the formation of ion pairs between TMA and
S-FB, thereby enhancing its lipophilicity and hydrophilicity,
facilitating its passage through the amphiphilic corneal tissue.

3.6. In vivo pharmacokinetic and tissue distribution 

In light of the favorable in vitro corneal permeability of S-
FBTMA, we proceeded to investigate its pharmacokinetic
behavior and ocular distribution in vivo . As depicted in Fig. 4 A
and 4 B, Cmax and AUC of S-FBTMA 0.036% exceeded those
of S-FBNa 0.03%, both in the aqueous humor and iris. This
discrepancy suggested that the ion pair formed between
TMA and S-FB augmented its solubility in both aqueous
and lipid environments, facilitating its passage through the
amphiphilic corneal barrier and into the aqueous humor.
Consequently, the drug concentration in the aqueous humor
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Fig. 4 – Ocular pharmacokinetic profile of S-FBTMA in AH (A), iris (B) and conjunctiva(C) after single-dose administration. 
The data are presented as the mean ± SD ( n = 4). 
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as elevated, subsequently influencing its distribution within 

he iris. The phenomenon was consistent with the outcomes 
f the in vitro corneal penetration assessments. In addition,
here was no significant difference between the Cmax and 

UC of S-FBTMA 0.036% and S-FBNa 0.03% in conjunctiva,
ears and cornea ( Figs. 4 C and S12). It is conceivable that the
onjunctiva, situated on the ocular surface, primarily serves as 
 rapid exit route for a significant portion of the administered 

rugs, as they are swiftly drained through the nasolacrimal 
uct subsequent to eye drop instillation. Furthermore, the 
ontinual washing effect of tears, coupled with the limited 

ontact duration between the drug and the conjunctival 
issue, may lead to inadequate drug absorption in this region.
he results indicate that, in comparison to S-FBNa 0.03%, the 

evels of S-FBTMA 0.036% detected in the aqueous humor 
nd iris were elevated by 43.69% and 64.61%, respectively.
his suggests that S-FBTMA 0.036% may exhibit enhanced 

herapeutic potential and possess advantageous attributes as 
 newly developed medication. 

.7. Ocular anti-inflammation efficiency 

cular inflammation and inflammatory symptoms were 
uantified 7 h after the last instillation of FB formulations 
 Fig. 5 A). The negative control exhibited no anti-inflammatory 
ffect, resulting in severe conjunctival redness and swelling,
ccompanied by a substantial quantity of secretion, and 

eceiving high clinical scores ( Fig. 5 B and 5 C). The commercial 
BNa 0.03% group showed a limited reduction in ocular 
nflammatory symptoms, remission of conjunctival redness 
nd edema, and a small amount of secretion. When the 
yes were treated with R-FBTMA 0.036%, the remission of 
onjunctival redness and swelling was greater than in the 
BNa 0.03% group, and produced more secretion. S-FBTMA 

.036% significantly reduced conjunctival congestion, edema,
nd ocular surface secretion, outperforming FBNa 0.03% and 

-FBTMA 0.036%, and scored lower than R-FBTMA and FBNa 
.03% ( Fig. 5 B and 5 C). 

In addition, the anti-inflammatory effect was further 
valuated by measuring the levels of inflammatory factors 
 Fig. 5 D). The level of PGE2 in the negative control group 

ncreased significantly when compared to the normal group,
ndicating that the model was successful. The concentration 

f PGE2 slightly decreased in tears after treatment with R- 
BTMA 0.036%, which verified that R-FBTMA 0.036% had 
 limited effect on blocking the synthesis of PGE2 during 
he development of ocular inflammation. In addition, the 
oncentration of PGE2 after treatment with S-FBTMA 0.036% 

as the lowest, significantly better than that of the R-FBTMA 

.036% group and the positive control group (FBNa 0.03%),
ndicating that S-FBTMA had higher anti-inflammatory 
ctivity than FBNa. Based on the above results, S-FBTMA 

.036% demonstrated effectiveness in preventing and treating 
onjunctivitis, providing a basis for clinical development. 

To further assess the impact of various eye drop 

ormulations on ocular tissues, conjunctiva samples from 

abbit eyes were collected at the treatment endpoint, and 

onjunctival cell structure and tissue integrity were examined 

sing H&E staining ( Fig. 5 E). In the normal group, epithelial 
ells were well-oriented, displaying no noticeable cytolysis 
r structural loss. Moreover, the glandular and fibrous layers 
howed no significant infiltration of inflammatory cells,
ncluding mast cells. In the model group, epithelial layer cells 
ere irregularly arranged, exhibiting cell degeneration, lysis,
nd structural loss. The glandular layer displayed substantial 
nfiltration of inflammatory cells, leading to a blurred border 
ith the epithelial layer, and mast cells were evident in 

he fibrous layer. These findings indicated a substantial 
nflammatory response in the conjunctival tissue. In the FBNa 
.03% group ( Fig. 5 E), the boundary with the epithelial layer 
as clear, and no mast cells were observed in the fibrous layer.
he R-FBTMA 0.036% group exhibited erratic organization 

f epithelial layer cells, with no considerable reduction in 

ell lysis, degeneration, and structural loss compared to the 
odel group. The border with the epithelial layer was blurred,

nd a notable number of inflammatory cells were still present 
n the glandular and fibrous layers. In the S-FBTMA 0.036% 

roup, epithelial cells were regularly arranged, showing 
ignificantly less cell degeneration, lysis, and structural loss 
han the model group. Moreover, the glandular and fibrous 
ayers did not exhibit significant infiltration of mast cells or 
ther inflammatory cells. The organization of epithelial layer 
ells was cleaner and denser compared to the FBNa 0.03% 

roup ( Fig. 5 E). 

.8. Ocular irritation of FB 

he results of the eye irritation assessment, conducted using 
he modified Draize test ( Fig. 5 F), indicated that no discernible 
rritation was observed in the negative control group. In 
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Fig. 5 – In vivo anti-inflammation efficiency and ocular irritation. (A) Timeline of drug administration and the 
anti-inflammation study. (B) Symptoms of ocular inflammation such as conjunctiva congestion, swelling, and iris 
hyperemia were examined after each administration group. (C) Conjunctiva scores after each administration group (mean ±
SD, n = 6). (D) Concentration of PGE2 in tears after each administration group (mean ± SD, n = 6). (E) Histopathology analysis 
of conjunctiva tissues. Scale bars = 50 μm. (F) Ocular irritation test (mean ± SD, n = 3). ∗∗P < 0.01 and ∗∗∗P < 0.001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

contrast, the FBNa group exhibited mild eye irritation, likely
attributable to the presence of the carboxyl group in the FB
structure. Conversely, in the S-FBTMA group, TMA partially
shielded the exposed carboxyl group through the formation
of an ion pair with S-FB, resulting in the absence of any
noticeable eye discomfort. Consequently, the safety profile of
S-FBTMA was affirmed, suggesting its potential suitability for
clinical investigation and use. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, our investigation successfully isolated and
synthesized R/S-FBNa and analogous salts (S-FBTMA, S-
FBDEA and S-FBARG). In vivo assessments unveiled no notable
stereoselectivity or configurational conversion between
R-FB and S-FB. Among the synthesized salts, S-FBTMA
exhibited heightened solubility and lipid affinity, suggesting
improved corneal permeability. In vitro corneal permeation
studies confirmed its superior performance. Pharmacokinetic
evaluations indicated elevated Cmax and AUC values for
S-FBTMA in aqueous humor and iris. Anti-inflammatory
assessments demonstrated S-FBTMA’s superior efficacy in
reducing ocular inflammation and PGE2 levels. Histological
evaluations illustrated enhanced conjunctival tissue integrity
with S-FBTMA. Importantly, S-FBTMA exhibited no eye
irritation. These findings propose that S-FBTMA holds
promise as a prospective candidate for further preclinical and
clinical development in ocular drug delivery. 
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